Serving The Industry • Serving The Nation

INTRODUCTION
The Malaysian Oil & Gas Services Council or MOGSC was formed on 1st
December, 2003.
Established to promote the interests of the Malaysian Oil & Gas Service providers
and make Malaysia a principal player for products, services and resources for
the Global Oil & Gas industry
Contribute to the development of the Malaysian Oil & Gas Industry by working
positively and collaborate with PETRONAS, government, oil company clients,
industry players and other industry stakeholders
With a growing membership portfolio, 150 members comprising of the major
players and the small specialist service providers, MOGSC is the largest and
most active association in the Malaysian Oil & Gas Industry today.

MISSION
 To represent the interests of the Malaysian Oil & Gas
Service providers and promote their core competencies
and expertise

 To position Malaysia as a center for resources, products
and services for the Global Oil & Gas Industry

 To contribute towards nation building through the
development of the Malaysian Oil & Gas Industry
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OBJECTIVES
 To promote the interest and development the Malaysian Oil & Gas
Services sector
 To work positively and collaborate constructively with industry stakeholders
 To create awareness
 To position Malaysia as a principal player in the Global Oil & Gas Industry.
 To facilitate smart partnerships and promote business values
 To facilitate networking

 Support Malaysian Oil & Gas Service providers to venture overseas
 Encourage strategic alliances between Malaysians and foreign expertise.
 To upgrade, promote, improve business skills
 To positively contribute towards nation building

ACTIVITIES
 Monthly activities include meetings, forums, talks, brainstorming,
working group meetings and exco meetings.
 Working groups activities including forums, brainstorming, industry engagement.
 Major events such as the Annual Dinner, local and international exhibitions,
conferences.
 Overseas promotion including exhibitions and talks.
 Engagement with PETRONAS , operating oil companies, government, and
other industry stakeholders.
 Working in collaboration with industry stakeholders on agenda of interest.
 Working in collaboration with MATRADE to promote Malaysian Oil & Gas
Industry overseas.
 Social and sports activities
 Charity activities.

MOGSC WORKING GROUPS
 The Deepwater Working Group is involved in the very challenging deepwater
sector promoting more Malaysian involvement and supports PETRONAS initiative
to make Malaysia a services and resource center for deepwater.
 The Integrated Operations Working Group is actively working with PETRONAS
and industry to roll-out the ISO 15926 initiative and promote integrated operations
and PINTAR in the Malaysian Oil & Gas Industry. Wan Hassan of Carigali is the
patron of this working group and other associations such as OSFAM and MOGEC
also participate with this working group.

 The Decommissioning Working Group mission is to establish Malaysia as a
centre of excellence for decommissioning services for the Oil & Gas and
Petrochemical industry in the Asia Pacific region.

MOGSC WORKING GROUPS (Continue)
 The Decommissioning Working Group mission is to establish Malaysia
as a centre of excellence for decommissioning services for the Oil & Gas
and Petrochemical industry in the Asia Pacific region.
The Training & Technology Working Group actively supports PETRONAS
aspiration to develop and improve the safety and competence of personnel
working in the Oil & Gas Industry in Malaysia, and establish Malaysia as an
regional industry leader in workforce competence.
 The Industry Collaboration Commitee engages with PETRONAS,
MOGSC members and industry stakeholders by providing a platform to
promote initiatives, drive industry agenda, address any issues of interest
and ensure positive collaboration.

Gallery of Acitivities

Talks / Forums / Meetings

Exhibitions / Conferences

Working Groups Activities

Social Activities / Sports / Networking

MOGSC INTEGRATED OPERATIONS
WORKING GROUP ACTIVITIES

INTEGRATED OPERATIONS WORKING GROUP
TERMS OF REFERENCE

Mission
To collaborate and support PETRONAS to promote the implementation
of an Integrated Operations (namely PINTAR or PETRONAS Integrated
and Real-time Operations) environment in the Malaysian Oil & Gas
Industry.

Vision

To be part of the full implementation of PINTAR by 2015.

INTEGRATED OPERATIONS WORKING GROUP
TERMS OF REFERENCE (Continue)
Objectives
•Collaborate with PETRONAS’s initiative to develop and implement PINTAR.

•Provide a platform for information, help create awareness and promote the
transfer of knowledge among industry members and stakeholders on Integrated
Operations.
•Provide a collaborative platform to promote agenda and programs to realise
PINTAR’s vision .
•Introduce technology and upgrade the local industry, including collaboration with
international expertise.

•Promote active participation and the development of an integrated operations as
sustainable business in the Malaysian Oil & Gas Industry.

INTEGRATED OPERATIONS WORKING GROUP
TERMS OF REFERENCE (Continue)
Activities
•Create awareness, conduct regular meetings, formulate agenda and initiatives
including organising roadshows.
•Engage with PETRONAS and industry stakeholders by facilitating a platform for
collaboration through meetings, forums, technical talks and dialogue sessions.
•Organise activities to create momentum and promote the active participation of
MOGSC members and the Malaysian Oil & Gas Industry.

•Participate in relevant conferences and industry events to increase awareness
and promote the development of local capability and participation.
•Organise program to roll-out integrated Operations initiatives including ISO 15926.

Program to roll-out Integrated Operations initiatives
including ISO 15926

•Establish a working group comprising of industry stakeholders. For a start, a working
group has been set up comprising of representatives from industry ( MOGSC, OSFAM
and MOGEC) and PETRONAS Carigali. This working group will participate in the
formulation of strategy and way forward, while looking at the agenda across business
domains in E & P value chain.
•Formulate a program focusing on awareness, common industry solutions and
coordinated R & D activities in support of the development of an integrated operations
across industry.

•Develop a collaborative spirit among the stakeholders and also with organisations
developing the standards relevant to development and implement.
•Participate in the formulation of strategy and data integration across business domains
in E & P value chain.
•Create awareness through conducting technical talks, forums, brainstorming sessions,
bringing experts for discussions and other activities.

Program to roll-out Integrated Operations Initiatives including
ISO 15926 (Continue)
•Broaden the awareness initiative by organizing roadshows outside the capital city, in
other areas where the oil & gas industry are also located, such as in Miri, Pasir
Gudang, KK and Kerteh.
•Set up a website or web portal so that information can be made available , and a
bulletin of activities posted regularly. This will also include a helpline that can provide
any advice and guidance.

•When there is sufficient momentum, set up a secretariat as an extension of the
working group, so that there is focus on the full implementation and can guide the
working group on further activity. The secretariat will drive and also demonstrate the
importance and significance of the initiative.
•Facilitate the formation and support the progress of interest groups within the E&P
value chain as well as the initiatives at the regional level.
•Collaborate closely with international organisations developing the standards relevant
to development and implementation of integrated operations.

Sectors to consider when driving the initiative includes :•Transfer of data from offshore activities to onshore operations centres
•Data integration & data interoperability based on ISO 15926
•Data and information accessibility, confidentiality, security and
integrity
•Implementing integrated operations for enhancing HSE

•Integrated operations for development and modification projects
•Integrated operations for operations of drilling rigs/drilling activities
•Integrated operations for integrating work process in drilling,
production optimization, operations and maintenance activities.
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